
Frank Chester 

How he may help MISSION 
http://www.imaginalmission.net/web2.0/ 

http://frankchester.com/about/  
 
What is this website all about? 
 
It is pointing to a science of the future… A science 
that studies the objective structure of a manifested 
form and explores the form’s basic intention. This 
site provides example of how this can come about. 

Prepared by Pam Fernandez for Cebu Imaginal’s MISSION Event 

http://www.imaginalmission.net/web2.0/


Why I am inspired with FC 
• I am looking for ways to quantumize my own work 
• What he teaches … 

o    Adds to the sustainability and quantum effect of 
MISSION 

o    Provides an approach to societal transformation 
through science cum art 

o   Reconnects us back to nature and the greater whole 
o   Puts into reality Steiner’s indications 

• He demonstrates alchemy, transmutation and 
transubstantiation in visible terms!  

• He effectively merged art, science and function  
• He gives an organic function, like the lemniscate,  
 a geometry!  

 



Who is Frank Chester? 
He is many things… 
 
• He is working on something that is multi-dimensional and 

so exciting! So inspiring! 
 

• Through his work, he can be a binding force of the different 
sectors of society. 
 

• He can deepen our knowledge, awaken our hearts and 
move us to action. 
 

• He can connect us to the reality beyond the visible and 
beyond ourselves, up to the cosmos and beyond! 



• He is an artist creating work that is not only 
beautiful but lawful… or is based on 
mathematics and science… and exist in places 
in the universe, including the human heart.  

 

• He is an artist, sculptor and geometrician who 
lives in San Francisco, USA. 



• He discovered a new geometric form never seen 
before… a form with seven equal faces. In the history 
of mankind this geometry has never appeared on the 
earth before.    6 sides        ? 7 8 sides 

           hexa-          hepta-       octa- 

 
• He has been teaching sacred geometry at the Waldorf 

teacher training program in San Francisco. 
 

• He developed an objective, lawful process using 
science and art wherein the invisible world could be 
made visible.  



F Chester, chestahedron and the number 7: 
relation to Steiner, alchemy, earth elements, heart form and function  

“Since encountering the work of Rudolf Steiner, Frank has been exploring the 
relation between form and spirit. This has led him to take up research 
concerning the number seven, and in 2000 he discovered a new geometric 
form never seen before.  

 
Putting this form through the alchemical transformative process of Earth, 

Water, Air, and Fire, many previously unknown geometric structures have 
emerged.  

 
Also this geometric form demonstrates a remarkable correlation to the form 

and functioning of the human heart.  
 
On the basis of experimentation with various related geometric forms and the 

movement of water in a vortex, Frank is uncovering indications concerning 
the relationship between etheric formative forces and the geometry, 
structure, and physiology of the human heart.  

 
Thus the form is called the Chestahedron, both after its discoverer and 

because the form relates to the geometry of the heart, which sits in the 
chest. 
 

http://frankchester.com/transformation/


• Almost 10 years of work have led him to see  

 how the discovery relates to the human 
heart, to the geometry of the Earth, to sacred 
architecture, and to inspiring others about 
the awe-inspiring connection between 
seemingly abstract geometries and the 
dynamism of life. 

 

• Because of his work… Finding a spirit form 
before it becomes visible is now a lawful 
reality. 

 



 

Other applications: 

•  Now the artist can apply nature’s laws of 
change and substantiality, which consists of 
finding three-dimensional movements, 
vortexes, minimal surfaces, dualism, 
Stellations, inversions, transformations and 
the element of time.  

 

• Architecture based on the human heart 

 



Societal transformation based on human heart 
 We can transform art from its  
 former subjective form into 
 something new: healing and 
 lawful--where science, creativity 
 and religion come together in a 
 seamless, objective whole.  
 
   The Art of the Heart shows us a way into the 

future. 
 



•  FC’s discovery can now be validated as 
having the configurations used in the design 
of the human heart. From this work new 
insights have developed on heart functioning. 

 

 The Heart is NOT a PUMP! 



• He provides insight as to How the heart will 
be changed to a new organ enabling the 
perception of the etheric. 

 

• The Heart is central in his work… indeed a 
good subject if we agree that… The heart of 
the revolution is the revolution of the heart! 



His discovery and process is opening up 
significant breakthrough questions within the 
fields of art, health, human development, 
and the harmonies within universal design 
and mathematical formulae. 



The heptahedron or chestahedron is solid , but 
thru FC’s research and sculpture…  they 
transform… as they are changed, reversed or 
inverted 

A bell that is half filled with water, when rung or played, helps people cross the threshold (or those who are 

dying). 

http://www.youthsection.org/index.php?eID=tx_cms_showpic&file=uploads/pics/chesterbell.jpg&width=500m&height=500&bodyTag=<body bgColor="


Chestahedron when turned on air becomes 2 bells, inner and outer 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD9aDo_rz
6I&feature=player_embedded#! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD9aDo_rz6I&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD9aDo_rz6I&feature=player_embedded


 



 

http://frankchester.com
/booklet/ 

http://frankchester.com/booklet/
http://frankchester.com/booklet/


The Heart from the chestahedron! 



http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/fish2-x.jpg


 



 

http://frankchester.com/booklet/ 

http://frankchester.com/booklet/


• The chestahedron establishes a 
unique relationship between the 
numbers 5 and 7. This is embodied 
in the five prints that Frank has 
made which explore this theme via 
two interpenetrating circles.  

• http://frankchester.com/meditative-visualization-on-5-and-7/ 

 

• http://frankchester.com/2009/5-and-7-cycle-relationship/ 

This geometry is the most profound newly developed configuration in the 21st 
century. Never before has a circle been divided into seven equal spaces using a 
pentagram as its base. Diameters of two circles and the distance between their 
centers derive from the Chestahedron.  
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Water purification the quantum way, 
through Frank’s vortex generator 

http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/CVO.jpg
http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/CVO2.jpg
http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/CVO-In-Air-3.jpg


 

http://frankchester.com/booklet/ 

http://frankchester.com/booklet/


A Workshop with FC 
• You will leave this workshop 

with a physical form of your 
own creation and a more 
subtle and complex 
understanding of how 
transformation unfolds 
according to the archetypal 
patterning of the four 
elements: Earth, Water, Air, 
and Fire. Our goal is to inspire 
you and enliven your own 
everyday transformative work.   
 

• This workshop is perfect for 
parents, teachers, therapists, 
social workers, and anyone 
interested in transformation.  



Transformative buildings… from the 
heart form or sacred geometries 

http://frankchester.com/architecture/?px=/Stellated-Building.jpg&p=487


Earth phenomena and the 
chestahedron 



 

http://frankchester.com/chestahedron-in-the-earth/ 



Earth evolution in Geometry 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flower_of_Life


Relation to the planets 
Steiner’s seals at the Goetheanum are figures that relate to the planets…  

the chestahedron is embedded in their 3-d forms and their transformation from 

 one to the other 

     

 Saturn  Sun  Moon   Mars 

 

 

Mercury     Jupiter  Venus 

 

the planetary seals morphed from one to the next… 
http://www.dateastar.net/planetaryseals.html 

http://www.dateastar.net/planetaryseals.html


Planetary seals in 3-D 

• The Venus sculpture evolves from a 
hidden unseen movement inside the 
first asymmetrical inversion of the 
seven-sided form (Chestahedron). It 
forms two retrogrades which create 
two curves that have the property of 
the golden mean and there is not 
one straight line. Finding this shape 
was the first indication that the 
Chestahedron was related to the 
geometry of the human heart. The 
Venus shows two hearts constantly 
interacting with each other. 
 

http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/gallery/sculptures/Venus.jpg
http://frankchester.com/chestahedron-discovery/?px=/venusdrawing-x.jpg&p=1047


Saturn 

 

http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/gallery/sculpture-other/_H9C4138.jpg
http://frankchester.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/saturncapital-x.jpg


Geometry inside earth, not a sphere? 



The Chestahedron accommodates other 
basic forms and recapitulates in other 

earth objects 



The human Heart tilts, is not at the center, 
is not a pump… the chestahedron helped 

us see why! 
 

“The heart is not a pump, but an organ in which 
etheric space is created, so that the blood is sucked 
into the heart rather than pumped” 

The chestahedron was developed from 
a tetrahedron turning inside a cube 
whose axis is centered at the squre root 
of 3, and the square root of 3 in the 
cube is 36 degrees of arc from the 
horizontal plane. This explains for the 
first time why the heart is located on 
the left side of the body. 

http://www.yahoo.com/_ylt=AmiWFWuy9B6F93EXvKqfRRievZx4;_ylu=X3oDMTNoNzk0dDZpBGEDMTAwOTEzIFNFRyBzaGluZSBoZWFsdGh5IGhlYXJ0IHAEY3BvcwMxBGcDaWQtMzk3OTAEaW50bAN1cwRwa2d2AzE1BHBvcwMxBHNlYwN0ZC1mZWF0BHNsawNpbWFnZQRzbHBvcwNGBHRlc3QDNzAx/SIG=13i775st7/EXP=1284508287/**http:/shine.yahoo.com/channel/health/17-ways-to-safeguard-your-heart-2388806/
http://frankchester.com/other-sculptures2/?px=/_H9C3894.jpg


The heart is developing a fifth 
chamber which is for our future… 



• “In our time there are certain changes taking place in the 
heart, by which gradually a fifth chamber will develop. In 
this fifth chamber man will have a new organ which will 
allow him to control life forces in a different way than is 
possible at the moment.” “All that happens in the moral life, 
and all that happens physically in the world…the moral and 
the physical….are found in their real union when we learn 
to understand all the configurations of the human 
heart.”  Rudolf Steiner 
 

• “The radiation from this etheric organ of the heart is 
actually developing into a spiritual sense organ. A new 
sense organ is developing in this etheric heart, and this 
is the only organ by which man is able to sense and to 
recognize the Etheric Christ”. 
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer December 17, 1950 
 



Fifth chamber trivia… 

 

“Bee Boy” Born 
With Bee Heart 

Russian baby Vanya Maryin was born with a five chambered heart, 
a structure only found in bees. Oddly enough little Vanya comes 
from a family of bee-keepers. 

Bee the only one known among 
animals with a fifth chamber of the 
heart 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.snafu.org/kurt/images/Allistair/Allistairagator/Bee01.JPG&imgrefurl=http://lorraineamalena.blogspot.com/2006/09/all-about-bees.html&h=1024&w=768&sz=210&hl=en&start=25&um=1&tbnid=LuoUYFaFz_2i8M:&tbnh=150&tbnw=113&prev=/images?q=bee+&start=20&ndsp=20&um=1&hl=en&rlz=1T4SUNA_enUS237US237&sa=N
http://english.pravda.ru/science/health/104961-bee_boy-0


Earth forms and processes solidified in 
the sculpture of FC 

The grail of the heart 

http://www.spiritalchemy.com/blog/archives/448/chalice


Videos… for initial exploration 

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5b_1BQzKTI 
 FC Sacred Geometry 4 
   
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yCpxFRBW1Y&feature=related 

sacred geometry 0 
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZUmk-GiC30&feature=related 

imageneering 
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWaVQppMT1M&feature=relat

ed  slideshow 
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysYkKvwh2a8&feature=related 

meditative visualization on 5 and 7 
• http://waldorfschool.tv/frank-chester-transformation-alchemy/ 
 Transformation alchemy 
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Frank Chester unlocks the key to 
Earth, Humans and the Cosmos ! 

http://frankchester.com/other-sculptures2/?px=/Venus.jpg

